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CS-Lab is a manufacturer of CNC control systems, most of all well-
known and popular in the world market CSMIO/IP motion controllers but
also simDrive AC servo drives and own CNC control software – simCNC.
The CSMIO series – motion controllers and expansion modules provide
an efficient, stable, and flexible CNC control system. They assure
precision and speed previously unheard of in this price sector. CSMIO/IP
controllers use CS-Lab’s own control software simCNC which guarantees
high speed and great dynamics of work. 

CSMIO/IP controllers also support Mach3 and Mach4 software. On CS-
Lab’s offer, you will also find servo drives, motors, power supply units,
converters, and many more useful CNC accessories. CS-Lab cooperates
with machine manufacturers around the world who equip their machines
with a CSMIO control system and simDrive servo system.

CS-LAB s.c.
J.Wawak, A. Rogozynski, Sz. Paprocki
Wojska Polskiego 65A (object no.194)
85-825 Bydgoszcz, 
Poland
VAT ID: PL9532539069
BDO: 000004944

Online Store:
www.en.cs-lab.eu
+48 (52) 374-74-34
office@cs-lab.eu

Technical support:
+48 (52) 374-74-34 
support@cs-lab.eu

* Price excl. VAT, for EU private customers (no EU VAT id.) 23% VAT applies. We offer a discount when
purchasing larger quantities.



 CNC CSMIO/IP-S Controller
2xDB25 -> Terminal Block adapter
2xDB25 + 1xDB9 -> Terminal Block adapter
Ethernet connection wire
4xDB25 ribbon wire , DB9 ribbon wire
„Phoenix” 3 pin power plug
CD with an electronic version of user guide and firmware

In the CSMIO/IP-S package you will get:

CSMIO/IP-S is a 6-axis motion controller. In combination with a PC
and control software (simCNC, Mach3, Mach4) it’s an ideal system for CNC
machines control. CSMIO/IP-S was designed for professionals, CNC
automation manufacturers,  retrofit specialists, and hobbyists, who want
to equip their machine tool with efficient, stable and flexible CNC control
system for the reasonable price.

The main advantages of CSMIO/IP-S controller:

CSMIO SERIES

CSMIO/IP-S 
 6-axis Motion Controller

(STEP/DIR), Ethernet

CNC Motion Controllers

Step/dir signal
Data buffer
Slave axis support
Safety system
Solid aluminum housing,
VB macros
Industry standard

Price: 559,70 €



CSMIO/IP-M is a 4-axis motion controller. In combination with a
PC and control software (simCNC, Mach3, Mach4) it’s an ideal system
for CNC machines control. CSMIO/IP-M was designed for
professionals, CNC automation manufacturers,  retrofit specialists,
and hobbyists, who want to equip their machine tool with efficient,
stable and flexible CNC control system.

CNC CSMIO/IP-M Controller
Ethernet connection wire
1x Phoenix 3 pin power plug
CD with an electronic version of the user guide and software
1xDB25 -> Terminal Block adapter
1xDB25 + 1xDB9 -> Terminal Block adapter
2xDB25 ribbon wire1xDB9 ribbon wire

In the CSMIO/IP-M set you will get:

CSMIO/IP-M  
4-axis Motion Controller

(STEP/DIR), Ethernet

Step/dir signal
Data buffer
Slave axis support
Safety system
Solid aluminum housing
VB macros
Industry standard

The main advantages of CSMIO/IP-M controller:

Price: 229,00 €



CSMIO/IP-A 
6-axis Motion Controller

 (+/- 10V), Ethernet

CSMIO/IP-A is a 6-axis motion controller. In combination with a PC and
control software (simCNC, Mach3, Mach4) it’s an ideal system for CNC
machines control. CSMIO/IP-A was designed for professionals, CNC automation
manufacturers,  retrofit specialists, and hobbyists, who want to equip their
machine tool with efficient, stable and flexible CNC control system for the
reasonable price.

CNC CSMIO/IP-A Controller
2 pcs.3xDB25 -> Terminal Block adapter
Ethernet connection wire
6xDB25 ribbon wire
„Phoenix” 3 pin power plug
CD with an electronic version of a user guide and firmware

In the CSMIO/IP-A package you will get:

Price: 599,00 €

A big advantage of CSMIO/IP-A controller in new
machines is even the fact that once referenced
machine doesn’t require homing as long as it wasn’t
turned off. This is highly valued by many users and
very often is the reason for choosing the CSMIO/IP-A
controller. Max. input frequency of feedback signal
that reaches 6MHz lets you use encoders with large
pulses number what in combination with high
resolution – up to 16 bit – DAC converter provides
great accuracy, machine smoothness and significantly
improves driving system performance. This way many
CNC machinists replace their original or other brand
controllers with CSMIO/IP-A.



Maximum voltage on in/out lines

Maxium load of analog outputs

Voltage range of analog inputs

Maximum load of output line

Maximum frequency of STEP signal (Mach3/simCNC,Mach4)

STEP signal duty cycle

Supply voltage

Axis drive control type

Ambient temperature range

CSMIO-MPG module support

Digital inputs number

Digital outputs number

Relay outputs number

Analog inputs number

Analog outputs number

CSMIO-IO module support 

CSMIO-ENC module support

Homing on INDEX

Rigid tapping

Closed Loop Spindle Control

PARAMETER
Number of axes

Power consumpion

PC connection type

Relative humidity (without condensation)

Blacklash compensation

Slaves axes*

THC analog mode

Spindle axis

#G32# threating

Feedback

CSMIO/IP-S CSMIO/IP-A CSMIO/IP-M
6

32

16

-
4
2

24VDC+/_ 10%

5W

30VDC

250mA

0-10VDC

5m A
Step/Direction

(STEP/DIR

4MHz/8MHz

50%

Ethernet10/100Mb

0°C to +60°C 0°C to +60°C 0°C to +60°C

*no gantry geometry correction

6 4

24 12

16 4

 

- 2

2

24

6(+/-10V) 2(0-10V)

24VDC+/_ 10% 24VDC+/- 10%

5W 5W

30VDC30VDC

250mA 250mA

0-10VDC 0-10VDC

5m A5m A
Step/Direction

(STEP/DIR
Analog 
+/-10V

-
-

Ethernet10/100Mb Ethernet10/100Mb

10% do 95%
 

125kHz

50%

10% do 95%
 

10% do 95%
 



CSMIO-MPG is a 6-axis JOG module, which in connection with rotary
encoder provides easy, effortless and most of all intuitive machine axes
moving. It was designed for more professional CNC machines operation. This
way a user can get not expensive, precise tool for fast configuration of a
material base (G54, G55 …), a tool magazine (tool length offset) and also for
fast manual treatment or fast manual rides.

CSMIO SERIES

CSMIO-MPG module 
JOG expansion module for

all CSMIO/IP controllers

MODULES

Price: 90,00 €

retrofit original CNC machines and what to get full functionality by using an original or
new handwheel encoder function,
build new machines and want to raise their utility value implementing solutions
previously found in CNC machines of well-known manufacturers.
build machines with a large working area and are looking for solutions that would
allow a machine operator to move away from a control panel and still keeping control
over machine axes (in the MPG/JOG mode), axis feed rate, spindle speed, and an
emergency stop button. 

 CSMIO-MPG module is recommended to users/companies, who:

CSMIO-MPG module can be successfully used in CNC machines of any type, especially
recommended for milling and turning machines.



CSMIO-MPG Kit is a 6-axis solution that provides manual
operation of machine axes. This set is made of CSMIO-MPG module
and a good quality handwheel. This way you can easily, freely and most of
all intuitively move your axes. It’s for those who want to equip their
machine professionally. In this not expensive way, you can have a precise
tool in your machine for fast configuration of work offsets (G54, G55 …),
tool magazine (tool length offset), and for manual operation or fast
manual rides.

CSMIO-MPG Kit 
module & handwheel 

for all CSMIO/IP controllers

Price: 349,00 €

VALUEPARAMETER
Number of axes

Digital inputs (opto-isolated)

Digital outputs (opto-isolated)

Analog inputs

Supply voltage

Power consumption

Maximum voltage on in/out lines

Maximum load of output line

Voltage range of analog inputs

Maximum frequency of encoder signal

Ambient temperature range

Relative humidity (without condensation)

6

10

2

2

24VDC+/- 10%

5W

30VDC

30mA

0-5 VDC

10KHz

0°C do +60°C

10% - 95%



CSMIO-ENC is a module for position, speed and angle reading from three
incremental encoders compliant with the RS422 standard. It was designed to
operate spindles (together with an encoder mounted on a spindle, it creates
an independent measuring system, providing precise data for CNC control
software). The data, depending on the capabilities of your control software
(simCNC/Mach3/Mach4), can be used, for example, to read the current spindle
speed, threading or spindle positioning. The CSMIO-ENC module works only
with 6-axis motion controllers CSMIO / IP-S and CSMIO/IP-A..

CSMIO-ENC, after machine start, spindle activation, and Index signal
detection, starts reading from an encoder, in example spindle position, angle
and speed. The data is transferred by CAN bus to a CSMIO/IP motion
controller, where they are used for Z-axis synchronization from spindle
position during threading or only for spindle speed reading.

CSMIO-ENC module 
 expansion module for
threading (IP-S, IP-A)

Price: 90,00 €

1x DB25 ribbon wire
1x DB9 ribbon wire
1x DB25 connector -> terminal block.
1x terminator

In the CSMIO-ENC module package you will get:



CSMIO-IO is an expansion module of additional digital inputs and
outputs. During retrofit of a machine, it may show up that digital inputs and
outputs number available in CSMIO/IP-S or CSMIO/IP-A controller is not
enough. In this situation, CSMIO-IO module is the solution as it has 16 digital
inputs and 8 digital outputs. In extreme situations, we can use up to 16 of
these IO modules.CSMIO-IO module is supported only by CSMIO/IP-S and
CSMIO/IP-A controllers.

retrofit original CNC machines and want to use their original  control panel and don’t want to have a
tangle of cables connecting it with a control cabinet,
build new machines and want to extend their capabilities with control operator functionality which is
much away from a control cabinet,
build or retrofit machines that require a large number of digital signals. 

CSMIO-IO module is recommended to users/companies, who:

CSMIO-IO module can be successfully used in every type of a machine.

CSMIO-IO module
 provides additional

inputs/outputs (IP-S, IP-A)

Price: 92,00 €

CSMIO-IO module
2x DB25 connector-> Terminal block
2x DB25 ribbon wire
1x DB9 ribbon wire
1x terminator

The package includes:



The software provides dynamics and precision of motion not seen before in
other proprietary CNC control software. This was achieved by the S-curve
profile as well as sophisticated algorithms for motion trajectory optimization. It
means that a machine can be fast, dynamic and precise at the same time and
a treatment process is smooth and steady. It highly affects processing time,
extends the life of tools and of mechanics of a machine. SimCNC software is
equipped with Python scripting language.

CNC motion control software

simCNC is innovative control software for CSMIO/IP
controllers.

SimCNC control software
for CNC

Price: 249,00 €

simCNC

Do you need to know more? Send us an e-mail: 
office@cs-lab.eu



We provide our clients with ready-to-use tools which can be
easily implemented in their everyday work. We achieved this by
simplifying the process of configuration, arranging parameters into
functional groups and templates. What is more, here you’ll find all
that is necessary for effective and smooth performance of servo
motors and drives, e.g. adapters, power supplies and more. Browse
this section to learn more about our products.

simDrive™ a servo drive for CNC control systems. Due to the relatively
narrow range of application configuration process is simplified so a user –
operator doesn’t have to break through all the dozens of parameters which he
won’t use anyway.  The configuration parameters were divided into functional
groups what makes the configuration fast and clear. The only more difficult
thing for not experienced users is PID regulator tuning and configuration of
parameters needed when using brushless motors. Knowledge and experience
are in this case highly valuable nevertheless reading simDrive™ manual
carefully even less experienced users will be able to set the simDrive™ device
properly.

SimDrive Servo System



 

SimDrive Power Supply
325VDC 200VA

simDrive AC Servo Driver 
400W -750W 325V

290 €

89 €

SimDrive AC Servo System
400W Driver and Motor Set

464,85 €

SimDrive AC Servo System
750W Driver and Motor Set

536,85 €



 

SimDrive AC Servo System
400W Drivers and Motors 

3 Axis Set

SimDrive AC Servo System
750W Drivers and Motors 

3 Axis Set

SimDrive AC Servo System
400W Drivers and Motors

(Brake) 3 Axis Set

1549,50 €

1789,50 €

1726,50 €

SimDrive AC Servo
System 750W Drivers and
Motors (Brake) 3 Axis Set

1957,40 €



Line Driver is an Open Collector digital signal (5V and 24V),
Push Pull (5V and 24V) signal and High-Transistor Logic (24V)
signal converter into a differential signal (line drive type). So the
primary converter task is to change 5V or 24V signal into a
differential signal. The device is mostly used for retrofitting
machines equipped with encoders or linear scales with OC, PP
HTL output while a motion controller requires a differential
signal.

CNC accessories

Line Driver 
converter of digital signals 

TTL/OC into differential signals TTL

The  Line Driver also helps with devices not related to measuring systems. Sometimes
you just need to send very fast 5V or 24V signals to a considerable distance in an
environment with heavy noise.

Examples of use:

Price: 63,00 €

Change of encoder’s signal that has OC (open collector) output type into the
differential signal.
Change of encoder’s signal that has Push-Pull output type into the differential signal.



The main converter task is to change differential signal into
TTL (5V) signal or OC (open collector) signal (GND control).
Using  OC signal we can also use the converter as s system for
voltages matching because often we can see drives which are
controlled by STEP/DIR signal in the 24V standard.

Line Receiver
 converter of differential signals 
TTL into digital signals TTL/OC

Examples of use:

Connection of CSMIO/IP- S or IP-M (differential signal) to a drive, which
requires full TTL 5V signal and additionally all inputs are common
anode/cathode type.
Connection of CSMIO/IP- S or IP-M (differential signal) to a drive which
requires a 24V signal and additionally all inputs are common
anode/cathode type.

Price: 63,00 € 



galvanic separation system
voltage adjustment system
polarization reversing system of a control signal

A converter of digital signals by CS-Lab s.c. has three main
applications, namely, it may serve as:

If you build or retrofit a CNC machine you probably have difficulty how
to divide 24 VDC logic power safe and aesthetically. To solve it you can
use a very simple but functional power divider. The divider is equipped with
a LED diode that indicates the presence of power.

Power Divider 24 VDC

Price: 18.00 €

Universal converter of digital signals
with opto-isolation | 5V input voltage

Price: 23.90 €

The converter is equipped with very comfortable screw connectors – „ARK” and red diodes
signaling the presence of input signals. All closed in a housing which allows for easy
mounting on a DIN rail.



The converter is equipped with very comfortable screw
connectors – „ARK” and red diodes signaling the presence of
input signals. All closed in a housing which allows for easy
mounting on a DIN rail.

A converter of digital signals by CS-Lab s.c. has three main
applications, namely, it may serve as:

Universal converter of digital signals with
opto-isolation | 24V input voltage

Price: 23.90 €

galvanic separation system
voltage adjustment system
polarization reversing system of a control signal


